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COMING ELECTION WILL SHOW
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THAT IT'S A WOMAN'S WORLD
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Petitions were taken out on Tuesday and Wednesday for
Senate and WSGA candidates for the mid-terelection next
Wednesday, January 19. Offices which are open in every class
are for WSGA judicial and administrative board representative and for female senators. There is one seat from each class
available in each of these offices except on the judicial board
which will acquire one senior, three junior, two sophomore, and
one freshman member in the election. The important officers,
president of both Judicial and Administrative Boards of the
WSGA, will be elected next Wednesday.
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Senate Chooses BUI Whiting To Direct
Annual Gum Shoe Hop Production
The Student Senate announced Monday that Bill Whiting, a Junior
English major from Catkins Glen. IS. Y., has been appointed Director
of the Gum Shoe Hop for 1955. Bill, author of the script, will work
with

Jim Jolliff, Assistant

the future, the
directorship of his
in

Director. The Senate also stipulated that,
author will automatically get first chance at the
play, if he should so desire.
The
have

Journal Publishes
Huff is the author of an
issue of
the American Journal of Physics.
The paper is a contribution to
his senior independent study and
is titled "A Slide Rule Solution
of Certain
Exponential EquaBob

article in the November

.

paper Mr. Huff showed
how certain exponential equations
could be solved in a fraction of
the time that it formerly took
slide rule instead
a
of the repeated
numerical apIn his

by-usin-

log-lo-

g

g

which was the method
that had been used.
Bob, a physics major, was one
of four Ohio students who won
recognition in the Weslinghouse
annual science talent hunt of
1951. He was valedictorian of his
class at Mckinley High School in
Canton and won a four-yeafull
tuition scholarship in a senior
iisycological exam for Ohio high
school students.
At Wooster he
has been awarded the Joseph
Culler prize in physics for
proximation

r,

Al-berl-

us

1955.

Four
named
boy in
livered

years ago Mr. Hu(T was
the outstanding newspaper
Canton and Ohio. He dethe Canton Repository.

Henry

Little Speaks

For DBS

Monday

Little will be the
leaker at the David Brainard
Society meeting on Monday, January 17. His topic will be The
Changing Aspects of a Mission-")- '
Dr. Little received his B.A.
at Amherst and
his M.A. at
Princeton. After a
at St. Louis he became the
Executive Secretary of the Board
f Foreign
Missions of the Presbyterian Church, U.S.A., in
on Page Three)
Dr. Henry

15-ye-
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available which are

Article By Bob Huff

tions'

Senate

pas-lorat- e

Chi-(Continu-

cd

decided

to

sheets

to be handed
out at the end of the semester.
sheets will also be
Evaluation
available in the Senate room for
those who care to use them. Study
habit books will be made available
during the next few days. They
w ill cost 30 cents apiece and there
will be 150 books put on sale for
student purchase.
In

other business, Keith

Ken-

nedy was elected Book Discussion
Chairman. Keith, a sophomore
from Dayton, Ohio, is also business manager of Pembroke magazine. The treasury announced a
balance of S251.30. The meeting
was held in the Board of Directors'
room and was one of the longest
of the year, lasting from 8:30 to
11 p.m.

Directors Make
Selection Of Cast
To Abuse Muse
Selection of cast for the Gum
Shoe Hop, to be presented in Scott
Auditorium on February 23, 21,
25, and 26, has been made.
This fantasy, entitled The Muse
Abused, has a cast of 19. Taking
the role of Frederick the Great
will be Jim Jolliff. Scott Craig
will have the part of Johann Sebastian Bach. Voltaire will be
played by John Muir, while Bob
Seaman will be cast as Goethe.
With Jan Bayer as Ensilage, Mary
Haupt as Marguerite, and Ed
Moore as Francois, the leading
roles are complete. Also included
in the cast are Gail Bond. Nancy
Weigand.
Charlotte
Schneider,
Bob Barnard.
Alice Kresensky,
Judy Chapman. Jean Herbert,
Gerrv Messina. Louise Elder, Pal
Kressly, Jan Douglas, and Howard
Leister.
Loretta Conrad, composer of
the 12 songs in the Hop, and
Anne Mayer will accompany the
cast. Technical director is Jim
Loehlin. Choreography will be
done by Anne Johnson.

Anne

Kelso

issues

Dr.

Haugse blue books at
insuring his students unhappiness in the near
future.
Main-tainanc-

e,

Seniors Lose Veep;
Classes Plan Events
At their meeting last Monday,
the seniors received the resignaGeorge
tion of their
Daw kins, w ho has been drafted
into the army. Bud Barta, who
vice-presiden-

t,

d,

Members of the class of
1955 arc cordially invited to
attend an Open House at the
Faculty Club this Sunday,
January 16, from 3 to 5 p.m.
(Open Houses for the other
classes will be held on dates
be announced
to
in the

De-Cormin-

By-er-

future.)
the preferential
will be
the acting
for the
rest of the year. The seniors presented George with a wallet as
a farewell present.
was second

ballot for

in

vice-presiden-

vice-preside-

t,

nt

Bvron Morris, as chairman of
the class gift committee, is asking
departof various
professors
ments to make suggestions of
gifts that the senior class might
give to the college.
Other plans held by the seniors
are those concerning commencement, the prom, which is to be
held on June 9, the alumni dance,
and possibly a class picnic.
The junior class plans to have
a benefit movie sometime in March
This Saturday night the
movie "Oliver Twist" starring Alex Guiness will lie
shown in Scott. Auditorium
hex! week, Janufrom
ary 21. Susan Hay ward will
star as Jane Froman. in "With
a Song in My Heart.''
7--

9.

class picnic after compre-hensiveAlthough nothing definite has yet been planned by the
sophomores, they will discuss possible activities at a meeting which
will be held at the beginning of
second semester.
and

a

Candidates who have taken out
petitions for the various offices
include: for WSGA Administrative President: Charlene While-house- ,
who is a sociology major
from Lexington, Ky., and a junior
resident at Hoover; and Hope
Hunter, a psychology major from
Olean. N. Y.'; for WSGA Judicial
Board President: Sue Taggart,
who is a sociology major from
Howard, Ohio, and the junior resident at Bowman; Mary Walton
from New York City, a psychology major, and Janet Ackerlv, a
psychology
major from Port
X ashington.
Ohio.
Candidates for Judicial Board
members include: Senior: Elinor
Welsh; Junior: Sally Davis, Jean
Thompson, Sue Stewart, Carol
Gamble, Ann Thomson; sophomore: Carolyn Kendig. Nancy
Frank. Mary Ellen Buckslaff,
Sally Anthony, Gail Parker;
Freshmen:
Sally Griffith. Sue
Eickmeyer. The candidates for the
Administrative Board are Senior:
Fran Bauer and Betsy Sands;
Junior. Joan Lloyd. Rev Tresise,
Beth Irwin, Louise Elder; Sophomore: Sue Bender, Ginny Stauss,
Chris linger; Freshman: Jo Fig-lanAlice Hageman. Competing
for the office of woman senator
are senior: Nat Schnieder; Junior: Kalhy Griswold, Billie
Sophomore: Grace McAllister. Bonnie Hawk, Louise
Freshman: Mary Homerig-hausen- ,
Pat Garber, Barb Douglas. Jan Moser.
The Senate and WSGA urge the
student body to exercise their
privilege and turn out for the
elections on Wednesday, January

s.

March 11 is the date which has
been reserved by the freshmen for
their next social function.

s;

s;

Young Democrats
Hear Tom Burke
A.
The Honorable Thomas
Burke, former United States Senator, will speak at an open meeting
of the Young Democrats on Monday night, in Douglass lounge, at
7:30 p.m.
A native of Cleveland,
Mr.
Burke attended Holy Cross University and the law school of Western Reserve. In 1923, following
the completion of his legal training, Burke began to practice law
in Cleveland. His first venture into the political field was as assistant prosecutor of Cuyahoga
county. In 1937, he served as a
special assistant to the Attorney
General of Ohio.
Succeeded Lausche

Burke's
prominence
on the
Cleveland political scene began
with his appointment as city law
director under Frank Lausche, the
Mayor at that time. When Lausche
was elected Governor of Ohio,
Burke succeeded him as mayor of
Cleveland and has the distinction
of being the longest-termayor
in the city's history (1945-1953Upon the death of Senator Taft,
Governor Lausche appointed Mr.
Burke to the United States Senate
to serve until the next general
m

).
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French Students
Hold Celebration

r

French-speakinstudents attended a banquet at Babcock on Tuesday, January 1L to celebrate the
g

"Feast of the Kings".
The feature of the evening was
the crowning of a king and queen.
Nancy Mohr became queen when
she found a small doll in her
piece of cake. She then chose Mr.
Bradford as her king and the
ceremony reached a climax when
they entwined arms to drink goblets of milk in the Mendes France
manner.
Francoise Mazet and Nancy
Mohr contiued the festivilies with
a lesson in phonetics; Sally Anthony gave a record pantomime,
''Le Francais sans Peine": "The
Two Milords" was read by Mr.
Bradford; Marlene Fray sang
"La Vie En Rose"; and Demi
Takeshila finished with a dance.
Miss Guille then announced
that the true king and queen of
the evening were Professor and
Mrs. John Ollhouse who will continue their reign always.
Mr. Olthouse spoke and the
evening ended when Francoise
Mazet led everyone in a dance in
front of Babcock.
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THOMAS A. BURKE
election. Burke failed in his bid
for election to the Senate last November in a very close race with
George Bender.
Mr. Burke's appearance is
by the Institute of
Politics.
co-sponsor-

ed

Ferm Writes Book
Dictionary of Pastoral Psychology by Vergilius Ferm has just
been published. The field of Pastoral Psychology is an offspring
of the parent Psychology of Religion. Dr. Ferm, head of the
Philosophy Depart ment, has
taught a course in psychology of
religion
for a quarter of a
century. His first novel, Their
Day Was Yesterday , was published last year.
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Don't Crib; Cram
by Molly DufTell

key-nol-

twice-a-yea-

fill-in-the-blan-

ks?

Club.)

JTcCTf

TaVIPIE

by SHEILA McISAAC

This is a rather busy week. History papers are due, language
professors are bravely trying to give exams, and a few million organizations are holding meetings. Of course it would never do not to have
an issue of the VOICE, so amidst all this activity I must sit down and
pound out a few words of wisdom on my trusty typewriter.
The biggest event of the week to many women political science
majors was the opening of Congressional Club meetings to observers.
Now you probably want to know how many of them actually turned
up. Hmm, I'll let you guess. The meeting was held Thursday night,
when Ron Buckalew presented the thesis on the recent Supreme Court
segregation decision, which Blake Moore refuted.
Dr. Hans Jenny (you know, the one with the TAN) addressed THE
Corporation Wednesday night on "Capitalism and All That." I don't
know what "all that" is, but I'm glad we have it.
Thursday evening the German Club met in the SCC Room. Ina
Jeska, German conversation assistant, spoke to the club. The Sociology
Club also met Thursday, at Mr. Barrett's home. James Miller, a Woos-te- r
alumnus, spoke about the work of Alcoholics Anonymous in
Wooster.
The Third Section Pledge party will be held at 8:30 tonight in
Lower Babcock. The record dance, whose chairman is Bill Jennings,
has for its theme, "Glenn Miller." Helping Bill are Andy Polt. decoration chairman; Bob Douglass, refreshment chairman; and Tom
Mc-Culloug-

h,

entertainment chairman.
Tomorrow night is the Sophomore-Junio- r
Formal. The dance will
feature Harry Wood fields band and intermission refreshments in
Andrews Hall. We'll see you in the gym at 9. Incidentally, if you
didn't sign the list for late permissions, you may still get a 12:30 by
paying a quarter in the Dean's office.
Sunday night Rev. James Blackwood will install the new officers
of UCF.
I guess this is all

have to say. Now back to the books, sob!

I
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JIM COOPER,
DICK

Editor-in-Chie-

Joy Hatfield,

Managing Editor
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Judy Keller. Make-UEditor
Sheila McIsaac. Club and
p
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Griffith, Barbara Harmon, Ted Hasbrouck, Jean Hasenflug, Mac
Hazel, Judy Keller, Pat Kressly, Sheldon Levy, Rhoda Linton, Joan
MacKenzie, Janet Maryott, Grace McAllister, Sheila Meek, Louise
Morgan, Nancy Peters, Barbara Randall, Ruth Ligon, Jack Scail,
Sherry Slater, Leila Staub, Joan Straley, Carol Thomas, Liz Walters,
Millie Webb, Bill Whiting, Jim Williams, Ned Wolfe, Shelley Lemon.
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extra-curricul-

Representing Wooster at t,e
Northeastern Ohio Debate Con.
ference

The ideal behind our faculty evaluation is to offer constructive
suggestions to our faculty in order to make our courses more valuable
to all concerned. There is nothing that we would rather do than to
fill in the evaluation sheets with nothing but comments of praise.
Fred McKirachan
Rob Mitchell

Penelope's Shroud

Association
Duke, and
conference
which is meeting this week end
at Oberlin College, has as j

mis-interprete-

I proposed a '"written blackball system" whereby the consensus
of opinion about a candidate could be intelligently stated with valid
reasoning. I felt that through the administration and advisory bodies,
and an executive committee of the section members themselves, a counseling program could be established where the information on the
written blackball could be used to help the
student find
a place in campus life.
Sincerely.
Charles Navle
non-accepte-

j

j

d

The Wayne County Nat'l Bank
MAKE YOUR CHECKING DEPOSIT BY MAIL
Established

1845

try-ou-

diplomatic recognition
China."

Member F.D.I.C.

Phone

3-30-

75
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Com-munist

Religion Is Theme
Of Next Art Exhibit
by Louise Ryers
During the week of February 6
cumuli is iu ue me campus-widtheme, and very appropriately.
"Religion as the Printmaker's
Theme" is to be the exhibit in the
Josephine Long Wishart Museum
of Art. Included in the 67 work
by artists of 15 countries will be
the finest in contemporary
e

print-making-

Crucifixion,

by Georges

Rouaull.

Frenchman; an etching. Christ
on the Cross, by Salvador Dali.
a Spaniard; and an etching.
by Pablo Picasso, also
Spanish.
a

So-lom-

e.

The exhibit, which will be
shown from February 4 to March
1. w ill be of special interest as it
includes all the major
styles and techniques. It was
collected at the Cincinnati Art
Museum from the Sloniker Collection and is circulating under
the auspices of the American Federation of Arts. Jackie Jewett and
Marilynn Roth are in charge of
hanging the exhibit.
print-makin-

!
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DIAMONDS

WATCHES

THE SHACK

I

i

Lahm s Jewelry
Jtast Liberty

Phone

I

I

.

g

Models

ist.

2-9969

Hobby Supplies

Treasure House
"Hobbies"
136 S.

I

j
j

Grant St., Wooster
Phone

2-34-

I

0S

WOOSTER
THEATER
FRIDAY

SATURDAY

SUN.

MON.
TUES.
Ethel Merman
Marilyn Monroe
Johnny Ray
Dan Dailey in
Irving Berlin's

I

I

"THERE'S NO BUSINESS)
LIKE SHOW BUSINESS")
WED.
THURS.
Stewart Granger

'BEAU BRUMMELL"
FOR THAT EXAM BREAK SNACK
visit

.

Among the prints of particular
interest will be a woodcut. Coin
and Abel. by. Charles Burchfield.
an American; a color aquatint

d

Primarily, admittance into the college does not and should not
coincide with acceptance into one of our eight sections. Mv opinion
remains firm: that any section, after an intelligent and ethical study of
a candidate, can conclude that he is not the type of boy with whom
they wish to associate, and has every right to forbid him entrance into
the fellowship.
The problem arises when the sections do not have an intelligent
and ethical motive for not admitting a boy to the advantages of section
life, and allow an inconsiderate minority to wield the whip. This is
wrong all wrong.

j

theme, "How Can America Meet
Its Educational Responsibilities,"
Next on the agenda for the debate seminar will be a freshman
debate tournament which will be
held at Purdue University in Wej
Lafayette, Ind., on February
and 12. The delegates for thi
will be chosen through
t
and competition during the fir
week of February.
On February 12, the varsity debaters will travel to Kent State to
debate the topic, "Resolved that
the United States should extend

!

To the Editor of the VOICE:
Concerning my last stand on our current social problem. I feel
I must attempt to restate
my much
letter to the Men's
Association.

Legislative

are Virg Musser, Bob
Don Howland. The

is not new to many of us.

Granted, some take advantage of ihis opportunity to unnecessarily
criticize and degrade the class and the professor. Perhaps they don't
appreciate the amount of training, preparation, and hard work that
goes into a course or maybe their primary interest is an easy grade.
We hope that those of us who do this are few and far between, and
we are sure that the faculty can easily weed opinions like these from
carefully thought out, sincere contributions.
We suggest that those professors who haven't participated in the
evaluation program take a few minutes of their class time this next
week to distribute the questionnaires. The time will be well spent. It
will give them an idea of what the students feel about their course and
leaching methods, and even if they don't agree w ith some of the comments they may find themselves interested in some of the better suggestions.
This semester the Senate has decided to make a quantity of faculty
evaluations available in the Senate Room. This is to give those students
whose professors do not hand out the sheets a chance to submit an
evaluation. The sheets will be handed to the professor by the interested
student and the professor will, of course, do with them as he sees fit.
This is in no way meant to supersede the system of having the professor handle (he evaluations in class. The Senate merely felt that this
would allow those students who so wished to use the program and
could possibly arouse the interest of their professors.

1955

For Tournaments

ar

Interest and enthusiasm for evaluating our academic courses
For several years the Student Senate in cooperation with the SFRC has administered a faculty evaluation program by the students. Under this program, evaluation sheets are
distributed to the individual faculty members who in turn distribute
them to the students in their classes. The program is for the benefit
of the professor and is to supply students with a direct constructive
channel for their suggestions. Many faculty members have found
some of these suggestions to be very valuable, not only in pointing
out better techniques of presenting the course material, but also in
seeing more clearly where a change in emphasis could make the course
more meaningful and valuable. As students we do not pretend to know
the perfect way to teach a class or to present material. Neither do we
feel that a class hour must be entertaining. The process of learning
is not easy and perhaps the problems of teaching are even more difficult. We do feel, however, that after having participated in a course
for a semester or two, we are often able to offer to the professor constructive comments and suggestions on that course. The faculty evaluation sheets are for this purpose.
Our major concern is that although every faculty member receives
a quantity of these evaluation sheets, too few make use of them. Why
is this?
The faculty asks for our cooperation in their study of the underclass program. They obviously feel that our opinion will be of some
help to them in this study. If (his is true, then why do some individual
faculty members refuse the students this same opportunity when it
comes to their particular courses? It would seem that these individual
faculty members refuse to accept our judgment and opinion as being
of any value. This is certainly their privilege.

14,

Debaters Prepare

e

f

CARIS ANDREUZZI,

CRAIG, Business Mgr.

New Look At Evaluation Sheets

To the Editor of the VOICE:
Evaluation seems to be the
of this academic year. The
faculty and administration have added a thorough evaluation program
to their already heavy burden by forming special committees to investigate various phases of our academic and
programs.

That frantic fortnight is fast approaching, when all of us will
r
occupation of studying. Unfortunhave to indulge in our
ately, there seems to be no way to avoid exam week except by premature suicide, and this is not very nice behavior toward the roommate who is left to clean up the blood. Tt therefore seems wise to offer
a few suggestions which we will entitle "How to Live Through Exam
Week," or "You Don't Need a Crib if You Cram."
This questionnaire will tell you whether you need advice on the
techniques of studying. Please write all answers on a separate sheet
of paper:
1. Do you have a name? Why?
2. Short answer or
3. Would you be discouraged if someone asked you whether your
mawkish impressibility was the intrinsic derivative of your superfluous
exertion in inscribing a semicolon on a diptych?
4. Why is textbook?
5. Blood, sweat, toil, or tears?
(Note: Do not attempt to answer any question more than once;
technique.)
extra points will be deducted for use of the multiple-gues- s
Now, if you have answered any of the above questions, you need
help in learning to study; if your answer sheet is blank, transfer immediately and do not attempt to read any farther.
These hints on preparing for a test are the result of three decades
of study by the Committee on Improving Student Morale Before Entering the Classroom, the chairman of which was the renowned Phineus
J. Kropotnik, D.D.T., T.V.A., F.D.R., W.W.S.T., failed B.A., etc.
Suggestion No. 1: Make out an exacting and rigid study schedule.
This will occupy several hours of time during which you would otherwise be studying, refresh your memory of elementary addition 101,
and make a nice decoration for your bulletin board. You need not
follow the schedule.
Suggestion No. 2: Collect a reasonable fund of money. This is
most easily done by cleaning out your roommate's pockets or stealing
from the SCC fund. It is a prerogative of Suggestion Five.
Suggestion No. 5: Make an accurate list of all the movies that will
be in town during exam week and plan to see each one at least three
times.
Suggestion No. 6: Burn your books.
If this list does not enable you to finish the semester with an easy
conscience about your lack of exam preparation, come to the VOICE
office where the revised edition of "Clever Crib Sheets" is now available at the low price of L5 3s. 6d. (Proceeds will go to the Faculty

Friday, January

STARTS FRIDAY

Walt Disney's
"20,000 LEAGUES
UNDER THE SEA"

I

14, 195S

Friday, January

We Need To Be Informed

Senate Names Five
The Student Senate at its

Mon-(a-

for approval, an understandable, yet no less excusable, attitude.

To the Editor of the VOICE:

Committee

To FCC

Page Three
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evening meeting appointed
members to the Four College Conference Committee. John Rose and
Marge Voder will serve until the
end of the second semester. Pete
Crosby. Edith Powers, and Rob
Schubert will serve until January,
1956. Also members of the committee are Retty Ann Ellis. Four
College Coordinator, and Sheila
Mclsaac. her assistant. Dr. J.
Arthur Raird and Dr. Eugene S.
Haug?e are the faculty advisers.
Members of the Four College
Conference are Denison University. Oberlin College. Ohio Wes-levaUniversity, and the College
was
0f booster. The Conference
desisnied to promote contact and
exchange ideas among students of
the member colleges.
year the Conference
Every
one of
sponsors two meetings,
which is a Mock UN General Assembly. This year the Assembly
held at Oberlin. March
is being
12. Among questions that will be
discussed are that of the Arab-Tsraeconflict and admittance of
new members to the UN. Wooster will represent the USSR and
Oberlin will
14 other nations;
send the United States delegation:
Denison. France's, and Wesleyan.
Great Rritain. Rlocs of lesser nations have also been assigned
to these colleges.
Delegation chairmen from
Tooster will be appointed soon,
and lists will be posted for students to choose the countries thev
h
to represent.
n

li

are disturbed. Our concern arises out of a new awareness
acquired while participating in the National Student Assembly of
the
held at the Unix ersily of Kansas during the recent
vacation. This awareness pertains to the situation in which we find
ourselves and in which we see those about us.
YM-YWC-

A

To begin with, we recognize that all of us need to be informed.
V; e seem to be
afraid to scrutinize and wrestle with the problems and
issues of our day, and to further fulfill the responsibility of the informed, i.e., to take a stand on the issues and to respond with action.
Many of us channel all of our time and energies into studies and extracurricular activities which are on the whole of a
nature, and which provide a ready rationalization when the challenge
to study and act on campus, national, and world issues confronts us.
We drown what concern we may feel in a flood of activity. Of course,
we cannot and should not spend all or even most of our time pursuing
the issues, but we should achieve a suitable balance.
non-controversi-

al

Many at the Assembly felt disappointed and ashamed when they
saw a great number of students (often themselves included) who could
not make up their minds when called upon to take a definite stand on
campus, national, and world issues. Again and again they confessed
that they did not know enough about the problems to vote intelligently.

Admittedly there were conditions existing at the Assembly which
so present at Wooster, and which made the atmosphere more
conducive to free thought and speech, more conducive to a spirit of
acceptance. Our situation there had not had time to become static.

arc not

All of these conditions are not now, yet can become, present at
Wooster. If our situation is static, it is because we have let it become
so. Consequently, only we can change it.

If we are to be a responsible academic community, sensitive to
the world in which we live, we must meet these challenges now.
Sincerely,
Ron Ruckalew, Joy Hatfield, Sally Griffith,
Cynthia Kimber, Rruce Rigdon.

Good Luck Students
In Your Forthcoming EXAMS
From One of The Most Complete

During the week we gained new insight about the problem of
discrimination. As a result of our own life experiences, we ourselves
believe that a more common variety of discrimination than that based
on race, color, creed, sex, or national orgin, is that based on physical
appearance, dress, habits, lack of conformity in ideas and action. Such
discrimination, often molded by a hasty majority opinion, does not
allow the individual to become the kind of person he was created to
be. Here, Ihe primary motive of our behavior seems to be fear. We are
afraid to think, speak, and act contrary to the majority. Instead of
freely accepting others and respecting the worth of individuals and
their opinions, we shackle our freedom with fear. What sense of responsibility we may possess is
t
by our
desire
out-weighe-

Lumber Yards In The State
WOOSTER LUMBER COMPAHY
Opposite Fairgrounds
Phone

2-80-
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To

Debussy

WHAT'S THIS?
For solution see

by Rill Wbiiting

starlit night as seen atop a hill
clouds of white that cross
a paling moon
Is caught in tones of beauty's
shimm'ring chill.
And distant echoes from the
lonely loon
Are heard in accents soft, and
plaintive, low.
In mists of sounds and swirls of
liquid dreams
Debussy takes us through a land

paragraph below.
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in dark-
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ness gleams.

o

"What is the use," the old ones
say. "of just
ague notions set to random
chords of sound

have meaning music: solid
ground."
So listen, you adherers to the old:
The larger thing, when poured,
will break the mold.
Let us

ON

Dr. Little

(Continued from Page One)
cago.

He went to the Philippine

Islands in 1947 as Administrative
Secretary for the Presbyterian

Board of
Congregational
Foreign Missions. Following this.
Dr. Little returned to work for the
Board in Chicago.

and

anyone

has

found a

silver and black Parker "21"
pen. would he please contact
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irg Mus.ser,
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OBVIOUSLY,

THE

TITLE

of the above Droodle is: 47

Luckies
insectology students enjoying better-tastin- g
while studying 3 fireflies. All kinds of students are
bugs about Luckies. Matter of fact, college smokers
prefer Luckies to all other brands and by a wide
margin according to the latest and greatest of all
college surveys. Once again, the No. 1 reason: Luckies
taste better. They taste better, first of all, because
Lucky Strike means fine tobacco. Then, that tobacco
is toasted to taste better. "It's Toasted" the famous
g
Lucky Strike process tones up Luckies' light,
tobacco to make it taste even better . . .
cleaner, fresher, smoother. So, enjoy the better-tastin- g
cigarette . . . Lucky Strike.

PAINTBRUSH FOR PAINTING BARBER POLE

o

Alan M. Becker
Pomona College

u
0(

ALL-DA-

SUCKER

Y

Judith

FOR
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DIETERS

Lee Midgley

American University

BASKETBALL
SHOES

EARN

$25!

Lucky Droodles are pouring in! Where
are yours? We pay $25 for all we use, and
for many we don't use. So send every
original Droodle in your noodle, with its
descriptive title, to Lucky Droodle, P. O.
Box 67, New York 46, N. Y.

HEADQUARTERS
for

DROODLES. Copyright

1953
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I STRIDE
CIGARETTES

Price

AMERICA'S LEADING MANUFACTURER
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LUCKY

FRESHER, SMOOTHER!

CLEANER
A. T.

FLY

:

STUDENTS!

Your Safest Shoe Store

DESIGNED
TO
SPORTING CHANCI

SWATTER

?

good-tastin-

TAYLORS'

FLY

GIVE

Eugene Heller
Columbia University

Douglass Hall.

"OFFICIAL"

John Davis
Bucknell University

1

celebrate the blossoms
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o

o

PHOTO FINISH OF HORSE RACE
BY SLOW CAMERAMAN

IN ONE
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HOLE

Leonard W. Rozin
University of Kansas
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Second's Cagers
Top Intramurah

a

by Mac Hazel

A

-
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'
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With the final wrap up of the
first round of the intramural
league coming before the Christ,
mas rest period, Second gainer)
top honors with a six won, one
loss record, their only loss com.
ing at the hands of Fifth who took
over second place with a
slate

I

-- by PAUL MARTIN
Americans like to tell the world about their great athletes, but
here is one region where the crown rides elsewhere. John Landy, Australia's great miler, holds the world's record, a mere 3:58 for the
distance. Roger Bannister, the English medical student who recently
announced his retirement from the international sports scene, ran the
second fastest mile with a time of 3:58.4.
Last week, America's lone hopes to the four minute mile virtually
eliminated themselves in the New York Metropolitan AAU Indoor
Track and Field Meet.
Fred Wilt won the classic mile race with a lime of 4:16.2. Horace
Ashenfelter was second. Already from behind the Iron Curtain thero
is talk of the great forthcoming Russian team. You can bet your boots
that the Russkys will put the American runners right out of a job come

Fifth led Second,

As long as we're in the department of gripes and groans, let's
give a little thought to the coming track season. With the start of
practice last week, Coach Carl Munson has only had 25 men report
for practice. With the end of the swimming and basketball seasons,
not more than a half dozen more runners are expected.
It doesn't seem quite feasible that a mere 5 or less of the Woos-te- r
student body should turn out for a major sport. Certainly there
is more talent on the hill than this turnout indicates.
Both the Uinion and the Shack are filled during the late hours of
the afternoon when a majority of these sttudents could be out doing
their school a little good. Instead they prefer to sit around and complain about why we didn't win this meet and why Wooster lost this
game.
I just thought I'd mention it because there are quite a few varsity
men around the campus who don't appreciate the perennial moaners.
One week a team wins and they're great, but the next week they win
by a narrow margin or else they lose and the groaners get on their
necks.
would get up and get the splinters
If a few of these Know-It-Allout of their pants, Wooster's varsity sport program could be even
better than the one that I and many others are so proud of right now.
s

Cage News

'

NEW CHAR TONES
ALL SIZES

6,

Held together by amazing accuracy from the free ihrow line and
by Gerry Smith and Bud
Rarta, the Scot cagers managed to stave off a game long fight by Mount
Union to sneak by the Raiders with a score of 70-6-

rebounding and drive given respectively

4.

The victory, W ooster's sixth in seven starts, was the second conference win. It was a very important game for the Scots as they remained, with Marietta and Akron, as one of the ihree undefeated
teams in conference play.
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then knotted at
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Leading 26-2at half time.
Eighth hit for 34 points to Third's
Buzz
23 to beat the Rabbis, 65-5Salyer had a great day while scoring 11 field goals and three foul
shots for 25 points to top Eighth's
point makers. Dick Stevic followed closely with 21 markers while
Dan Collins garnered 17. John
Tunison led Third with 29
Ed Moore and Hoof
hit for 12 and 10 respe4

0 12

6
3

Smith
Gustin
Barta
Kim
W'elty

1.

.

Barrett

4 10
8 16

4
.

8

.

3 19
7 9
2 2

1

point-whil-

Van-dersa-

0
23 24 70

Mt. Union 6
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0

Cannon
Nace

0
7

Pumphrey

1

Goltschling
Demvanovich
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Walton

0
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8
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scorers with 11 field goals and
one foul shot for 23 points, lied
Myerhoffer also did his uart with
16 points as did Bill Wright and
Jim JollifT with 12 apiece. Dave
Lewis was high for the losers with
11 points.

'
AMou!

the
fiO-3-

0 6
25 14 64

HZ,

had a hot dav on

hardwoods as they beat First,
Ralph Ely headed Sixth's
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The second round of the intrbasketball league got ulast week with Fifth.
Eighth, and Sixth posting important victories in their initial games.
Fifth scored 32 big points in
Ihe first half to lead Seventh bv
16, 32-1at half time, after which
they hit for 32 markers to the Tri
Kaps 19 for their 66-3win. Dick
Baragry led the Phi Delis with 17
points w hile Bob Rafos, Ace Hole,
and Dick Milligan counted for 14.
11, and 10 markers respectively.
Bernie Davis topped the Tri Kaps
with nine points.
amural
nderway

6

6.
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Second Round Opens

and 56-5Mount Gains
Mount managed to pull ahead
58-5with five minutes to play
and ihen Tom Gustin dropped in
a foul shot and Rud Barta sank
one of his five long field goals.
The Scots edged into a 59-5lead.
Bill Demyanovich then drove
under the bucket and sank two
points lo put Mount in the lead
.
Gustin then tipped in a rebound for W ooster to put the
Beblack and gold in front 61-6fore the staggered visitors could
collect themselves, the Scots had
scored seven straight foul shots
and had the game all wrapped up.
A long fielder at the gun w:as
not enough to stem the tide as
the final score read 70-6W'oosler 70
G F T
1
0 2
Morris

40-36-

BRENNER BROS.

nt

3,

6,

d

$39.50

15-1-

by Paul Martin

Also in the home team's favor
was the rebounding which gave
them possession
of the ball
throughout most of the second
half. Gerry Smith led the winners
with 24 rebounds out of the 64
for the Scots. Mount Union man--ageto snare the ball 44 times.
Three times in the first half
and three times in the second, the
score was lied. Neither team was
ever able lo pile up much of a
lead. Willi the lead changing
hands so rapidly, it was obvious
that neither team was going to
quit. Mount Union offered a short
rally by Jim Nace with two minutes to go and at the half, the
.
visitors led
After the whistle opening the
second half, it took the Scots a
mere three minutes to tie the
The score was
score at 46-4-

SUITS AND TOPCOATS

?'

two-poi-

Wooster Vins Sixth Of Seven Starts
In Close Victory Over Raiders, 70-6- 4

Rebounds Help

SALE!

w

-

1

Courtesy The Wooster Daily Record

At the close of the game when
the tension was ihe highest, then
it was Wooster's turn to show
the largest home crowd of the year
why they thought they deserved
to win. Led by Captain Tom Gustin, the Scots dropped in seven
straight free throws to insure the
victory.

Jamaaffy Clothing

SMART STYLES

3

The Rabbis of Third went into
a tie with Seventh for fourth place
by ekeing out a 46-4win over
First. Third held a
ed"e
at intermission,
and scored
31 points to First's 32 markers in
the final half lo win by the lone
point. John Tunison topped
Third's scorers with 14 points and
Ed Moore and Paul Davies hooped
13 and 11 markers respectively to
aid the Rabbis' cause. Dave Lewi,
hit for 15 points and Jim Gwynne
had 14 to spark the losers.
Seventh beat Fourth, 67-4after leading, 29-2at half time.
Rernie Davis poured eight field
goals and six foul shots through
the nets to head the Tri Kaps with
22 points while Bob Rush collected 16 and Bill Stoner hit for
12.
Fred McKirachen paced
Fourth with 20 points and "Doc"
Rice got 10.

Captain Tom Gustin talks things over with Mose Hole
before the game.

free

Tankers Host Oberlin
Tomorrow afternoon in the college pool the swimming learn led
by Coach Mel Riebe will play host to Oberlin's swimmers. It will be
the first meeting of the two teams this year. Oberlin placed second
in the Ohio Conference last year and the Scots finished a few points
behind in fourth place.

NEW SPLASHES

half

5

1

The lifesaver of the game for
the bedraggled victors was their
crack at the free throw line. Using
the 21 Mount Union personal
fouls to good advantage, the host
learn garnered 24 of 35 shots. The
Raiders did a much less efficient
job as they only tallied 14 of 26

varsity travels to Cleveland
Case Tech. For those of you
year, this is just a reminder
night.

Jack Behringer's JV squad will take on the Case freshmen in the
preliminary game which gets under way at 6:30 in the Cathedral Latin
high school gym across the street from Case.

-

at

Rabbis Gain

Laziness or Disinterest?

$31.50

2

1,

58-3-

games.

Tomorrow night the Scot basketball
where they take on the Rough Riders of
who remember the thrilling game of last
that sparks will probably fly tomorrow

26-2-

time and went on to scorch the
nets for 32 points in the final
frame and win going away,
Dick Milligan and Dean Acker
paced the Phi Delts with 14 point,
apiece while Blake Moore and
Bob Tignor led the losers with
12 and 10 points respectively.
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Wooster JV Squad

Scots Tie For First Position In OC;
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Mount Union

Win Third

Coach Jack Behringer's junior
varsil)' basketball squad whipped
Mount Union's JV team last Sacon-lw- t
turday night in the pre-liby a score of 57-4-

Straight From Vittenberg
by Paul Martin

which they
With a commanding
lead at half-timhad piled up, Wooster's cagers pulled another one out of the
fire, 60-5last Monday night at Wittenberg. The Lutherans
put up a withering barrage at the nets but were unable to catch
the fleet Scots. And once again Mose Hole's amazing cagers
this one a
returned with another victory under their belts
third straight Ohio Conference win
leaving them undefeated
with Akron and Marietta.
Topping the field in total points
32-1-

m

1.

e

9

6,

i

with 26 points. Going into an early lead, the reserve team
edge at the half-,vapiled up a 32-1mark.
Lead Early
figures
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After a short four and one half
minutes of playing lime had
Nine
elapsed. Wooster led 14-3- .
minutes later, the visitors called
lime out as they fell behind 29-1-
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Tom Justice again led the frosh
in total points as he was the only
Scot to break into the double
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Going into the final quarter of
plav. the Scots held a safe 50-27

Edwards was the high scorer
Mount as he tallied 12 mark-

lead.
for
ers.

Courtesy The Wooster Daily Record

Two of the big reasons for Wooster's undefeated record
in Ohio Conference basketball games. From left to right:
Gerry Smith and Dick Barrett.

This week the JV

squad will
with the varsity as
Kenyon on Wednesday and then to Cleveland on
Saturday where they meet the
Koiidi Riders of Case Tech.
booster JV 57
G F T
9 8 26
Justice
make two trips
ihev travel to

-

3
3

Cowan

Schubert
Wlaklet

1

3
2

Weiss
Romig
Barton

1

7

3
0

9

1

2
7

0
0

4
1
2
22 13 57

Union JV 41

Ml.

Voglesang
Edwards
Spiker ...
Jackson
Bolander

F

0
4

3

3
1

..0
2

Abel

T

3
4 12
5 11
2 4
1

1

0 4
1
0 2
2 0 4
13 15 41

Piper
Williams

WAA
Co-R-

G

Sponsors

leagues: one

Kinkaid s Kids,

Bowman. Nell

Sphinx. Trumps

Westminster;

and

Kez,
Hotshots and
pers.

Left-Over-

two
s.

Hil HopHoover

Peanuts.

found

winner of League I will play
winner of League H. The w inof this game will plav the

the

ner
All-Star-

by Ned Wolfe

On Saturday, January 8, the Scot Tankmen trounced
Wittenberg
in Wrooster's first home meet of this season.
55-2-

s.

Starting off the meet with a first place in a time of 3:25.1
was the medley relay swum by Evans, Warren Grain, and Martin. The 200-yarfree style, which was next, was taken by
Richards of Wittenburg in a time of 2:19.8 with Swanson and
Wolfe of Wooster taking second and third respectively.
d

100-yar-

First and second places in both
the backstroke and breaststroke
.
favor
brought the tally to
of the Scots. First place in the
200-yarbackstroke was taken in
a time of 2:49.8 by Evans. Dilg
of Wooster look second and Wittenberg's Riley finished third.
breaststroke was
The 200-yartaken by Warren Crain in a time
of 2:50.8 with Alan Crain taking
second. Third place was taken by
Pierce of Wittenberg.
free style, the
The 400-yarnext to last event, was won by
Swanson in a lime of 5:11.7.
Richards of Wittenberg look second with Wooster's Martin taking
third, making the score 55-2The final event, the 400-yarJ9-19-

d

d

c

Night

d

anyone?? No. but there
badminton, bridge, ping
pong, swimming, volleyball, and
(lancing, both round and square,
tonight in Severance Gym from
Tennis
will be

11:30 p.m. The occasion
this activity is the yearly
Night sponsored by the
omen's Athletic A s s o c i ation,
W A A
that is). Everyone is invited to "take a break" from
studying and drop in at the gym,
hilh date or not. Besides other attractions there will be a door prize
for the section and club with the
highest attendance. This may not
the Gum Shoe Hop, but the
AA strongly
recommends the
rearing of tennis shoes on the

for the evening is
follows: 7:30 to 9:30, badminton, bridge, ping pong, swim-winand volleyball; 9:30 to 11,
lancing in the gym.
Time table

as

g

AA chairman for the event is
fay Marker.

Sunday 5:00 P.M.
1829 Cleveland Road

L

13-8-

From the free throw line, the
Scots 16 of 28 on 16 Wittenberg
personals. The home team made
12 of 22 on 14 Scot fouls.

21-1-

9

Gerry Smith once again led the
team in rebounds as he snatched
19 out of the Scots' 42 from the
--

,

-
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.

,
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(Continued on Page Six)
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100 yd. free
Dungan (Wo)
won. Roller (Wi) 2, Hunt (Wo)
3. 56 sec.
Evans (Wo)
200 vd. back
won. Dilg (Wo) 2, Riley (Wri) 3.
2 min. 49.8 sec.
W.
200 yd. breast
Crain
(Wo) won. A. Crain (Wo) 2,
Pierce (Wi) 3. 2 min. 50.8 sec.
TOO yd. free
Swanson
won. Richards (Wi) 2, Martin
(Wo) 3. 3 min. 11.7 sec.
400 yd. relay
Wittenberg
(Roller, Stone, Marelta. Vonada)
won. 4 min. 22.4 sec.
(W-'o-

11:30 P.M.

Dial

2-59-

)

CLEARANCE

Flats
Sports
Women's Dress
from $4.90 up
Drastic Reductions
Weyenberg
Florsheims
Men's
Taylor-MadCampus Champs
Save $3 to $4
Reductions
Drastic

y

MACSHORE CLASSICS

30 to 38

j

Fresh and Feminine
MACSHORE splices a collar to delight the blouse fancier
. . does it up right in NOFADE
imported cotton pima.
Doll sleeves, novelty button pocket for the perfect touch.
In white, blue, melba, beige, pink, navy, mint.
.

,

60

J

SEMI-ANNUA-

showed that the Scots hil on 22
fielders out of 58 attempts for a
37.8 per cent. This is slightly
above their season average. The
host team sank only 19 field
goals of 82 shots.

3.

"The Home of Friendly Atmosphere and Good Food"
Closed Mondav
11:30 P.M.
Hours: 7:30 A.M.

i

The score began to move a little
the count was knotted three
times before the Scots pulled
away. After nine minutes of play
.
the visitors were leading
Kim then sank two free throws
and Wittenberg tied the score on
a fielder and five free throws.
With four minutes lo play,
Wooster was leading
With
Gustin. Kim and Smith scoring
three foul shots, Smith added a
fielder to move the count to 32-1al the half.
After the opening whistle in the

as

After this victory, the statistics

-

0.

(

THE POINT

c

""m floor.

free stvle relay, was won in a time
of 4:23.4 by the Wittenberg team
of Roller, Vonada, Stone, and
Marelte, bringing the final tally
lo 55 points for Wooster lo 29
points for Wittenberg.
Woos300 yd. medley relay
ter Evans back. W. Crain breast.
Martin free) won. 3 min. 25.1 sec.
Richards (Wi)
200 yd. free
won. Swanson (Wo) 2, Wolfe
(Wo) 3. 2 min. 19.8 sec.
Roller (Wi) won.
50 yd. free
Hunt (Wo) 2. Watson (Wo) 3.
26 sec.
I) u n g a n
150 vd. medley
(Wo) won. Emery (Wi) 2. Hasbrouck (Wo) 3. 1 min. 38.4 sec.
Fancv diving
Watson (Wo)
won. Wolfe (Wo) 2. Stone (Wi)

MAY OUR GOOD FRIENDSHIP AND ASSOCIATION
CONTINUE THROUGHOUT THIS, THE NEW YEAR
WE PLEDGE THE SAME GOOD SERVICE
AND FOOD TO YOU

7:30 to
for all

'

d

2.

Co-Re-

Co-Re-

9

Sets Record
In the next event, the individual
medlev. Dungan of W ooster set
a new pool record with a time of
1:38.4. about four seconds better
than the old record. Second was
Emery of Wittenberg and third.
Hasbrouck of Wooster.
The
free style was
won in a time of 56.00 seconds
by Dungan with Roller of Wittenberg taking second and Wooster s
Hunt taking third. This brought
in favor of
the score up to 33-1Wooster.

4--

Top Average

Dungan Breaks Old Medley Record

d

Monday
the
night
Trumps vs. Nell Kinkaid's Kids.
Sphinx vs. Bow man and Hill toppers vs. Kez. Rosetta Wherley,
manager, asked that if a team is
not able to play to notify her at
leat a day in advance.
Every
learn will play four games, and
ihe

Dunk Wittenberg;

Sweep Two

The basketball t o u r n a ment
started Monday night. There are
two

Scot Swimmers

7

Evening

ec

boards. Wittenberg pulled in 31
rebounds.
The game started very slowly
as the Scots were unable to garner a single point in the first seven
minutes of play. At the end of
this time the Lutherans only led
Mose Hole had started his
tallest team and it was as this
point that he replaced Chet Welty
and Dick Parrett with George Kim
and Dick Garcia.
Scots Pull Ahead

was Jack Haw ken of Wittenberg
who dropped in 24. Only one
other of the Lutherans broke into
the double figures as their rally
was for the most part a one-maeffort. Once more for the rampaging Scots it was the bespectacled Bud Rarta who led the attack. The driving senior, who tallied 16 points, was followed by
sophomores
Dick Garcia and
Gerry Smith who each netted 14
markers.

--

J.

JANUARY CLEARANCE
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'IT PAYS TO BUY QUALITY"
I
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Scot Basketball
from Page Five)

(Continued

second half, Garcia and Smith
paced the visitors but Jack Haw-kethen began to move for the
Lutherans as they cut the lead lo
n

7.

With 46 seconds to play, the
Barta's two
score stood at 56-5free throws were matched by Reis-ne- r
.
and the score read
Welty and Garcia missed the
clinching free throws but Barta
was fouled at the gun and he
calmly sank two points which
were no longer needed but added
assurance. The scoreboard then
Wooster 60, Wittenberg 56.
4.

58-56-

Wooster 60

Barrett

1

Smith
Gustin
Barta
Garcia
Kim

6

T
0

F

G
0

Welty

0

0 2
2 14
2 6
4 16
2 14
6 8
16 60

2

6
6
1

22

To the Editor of the VOICE:
Recent evenls in the MA have indicated the awkward position
which the sections occupy. This position is in reality a complication
of two functions. First, the sections are selective social organizations,
and second, they represent the necessary instruments for social recognition. In the latter respect they represent a social necessity.
They are selective and exclusive in that they claim the privilege
within the limits
to elect their own membership; they are
imposed by general college policy. The second function is often lost
amid the privileges of the first.
self-governe-
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NEW
GLENN MILLER ALBUM

IT'S HERE! THE

YOU'VE BEEN
WAITING FOR!

d

This conflict between social necessily and selective, exclusive,
social blocs has remained, for the greater part, theoretical, that is,
until the present.
The "independent-by-necessity- "
ideally has a greater need of and
a greater claim upon social recognition than any other. In practice,
and practice is more immediate to man than ideals, if he is placed within a selective unit arbitrarily, he cannot escape the rejection previously
expressed against him nor the hostility against his forced enrollment.
His problem is enigmatic for either by membership or
he forfeits his claim to social recognition.
The problem is a difficult one. The solution is even more difficult,
but an awareness of the basic problem is fundamental to whatever the
solution may be, even if it is only a sympathetic acceptance of that
awareness.
Sincerely,
Frank R. Merrill
non-membersh-
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FOR SHOWER GIFTS AND WEDDING GIFTS VISIT
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60 fabulous performances never before on records

GLENN MILLER LIMITED EDITION VOL II
On Long Play (5 records) and 45 Extended Play (15 records).
Kwly processed to assure enhanced fidelity. Handsome, simufor protection.
lated leather album is red and gold. . .factory-seale- d
Records have exclusive GruveGard feature . . . raised rims
and centers give permanent protection to record surfaces.
Rtnumbtr, thit is a Limited Edition. To avoid disappointment,
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NOW ONLY
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THE GIFT CORNER

Wittenberg 56

$19-9-

8

WOOSTER MUSIC CENTER
Open Evenings Except Wednesday

!

Public Square
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Hawken
Butcher

Sige
Maxson

Abraham
Rolfe
Risher
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20 16 56

Half time: Wooster 32. Wittenberg
19.

Referees: McMill an and Hoskett.
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Sections' Dual Function Is Problem

MORE ON

42-3-
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Got Everything!

Unique
course leads
you to Master's degree. Individualized training for those
one-ye-

ar

College Graduates who

desire
positions,
have average or better academic records, broad educational backgrounds. Training
in nationally known retail organizations with pay (covers
tuition, books, fees). Scholarships. Coed. Graduates placed.
Next class begins Sept. 6,1955.
top-payin-

g

Applications

ac-

cepted now. rite
for Bulletin C.
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RETAILING

Janet Blair, Actress: "I

have the fullest confidence in L&M's Miracle Tip . . . and LiMs taste
so good, I made them my regular cigarette."

UNIVERSITY OF

PITTSBURGH
Pittsburgh

1

3, Pa.
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Left Handed Pens!

NO Fooling!

Yes

I

John Robert Powers, Creator of the Powers
Girls: "I think. L&M's filter is far superior to
the others. Great smoke . . . wonderful flavor."

We can furnish either left
oblique or right oblique.
Depends on how you who
are left handed hold your
pen.

I
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FROM All THE REST!

The pure, white Miracle Tip draws
all the taste.
enjoy
lets
you
easy,

STANDS OUT FOR FLAVOR.
ASK US

STANDS OUT FOR EFFECTIVE FILTRATION. No filter compares
with L&M's Miracle Tip for quality or effectiveness.

Or if you have a Sheaffer
pen we can have it
changed for you.

Patricia Morison, Musical Comedy Star: "I
love L&M Filters. Never dreamed a filter cigarette could filter so thoroughly, yet taste so good !"

STANDS OUT FOR HIGHEST QUALITY TOBACCOS,

tobaccos,

L&M

tobaccos

... Light and

MUCH MORE FLAVOR
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$8.95 and $10.95
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low nicotine
Mild.

MUCH LESS NICOTINE

Best Filter Cigarette !
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